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ABSTRACT: 
Cryptography is the science of transmission and reception of 

secret messages. Recently electronic communication has become 

an essential part of every aspect of human life.  Message 

encryption has become very essential to avoid the threat against 

possible attacks by hackers during transmission process of the 

message.  In the present paper, new cryptographic schemes are 

proposed using finite state machine and recurrence matrix.   
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1. INTRODUCTION:  
The fundamental objective of cryptography is to enable two 

people to communicate over an insecure channel in such a way 

that any opponent cannot understand what is being said.  

Communications security is gaining importance as a result of the 

use of electronic communications in more and more business 

activities.  Cryptography is the only practical means to provide 

security services and is becoming a powerful tool in many 

applications for information security. Encryption is the process of 

obscuring information to make it unreadable without special 

knowledge.  This is usually done for secrecy and typically for 

confidential communications. 

A cipher is an algorithm for performing encryption and 

decryption. The original information is known as plain text and 

the encrypted form as cipher text.  The cipher text message 

contains all the information of the plain text message, but is not in 

a format readable by a human or computer without the proper 

mechanism to decrypt it. It should resemble random gibberish to 

those not intended to read it. Ciphers are usually parameterized 

by a piece of auxiliary information, called a key.  The encrypting 

procedure is varied depending on the key, which changes the 

detailed operation of the algorithm. Without the apt key the 

decryption is highly impossible[7]. 

Automata theory is a key to software for verifying systems of all 

types that have a finite number of distinct states, such as 

communication protocols or protocol for secure exchange of 

information. In Moore Machine every state of finite state machine 

has fixed output. Mathematically Moore machine is a six- tuple 

machine and is defined as M= (Q, ∑, , , , q0) 

Q : A nonempty finite set of state in Moore     machine   

∑  : A nonempty finite set of inputs. 

  : A nonempty finite set of outputs. 

 : It is a transition function which takes two arguments one is 

input state and another is input symbol.  The out put of this 

function is a single state. 

 : Is a mapping function which maps Q×∑ to , giving the 

output associated with each transition. 

q0 : is the initial state of Q. 

Moore machine can also be represented by transition table, as 

well as transition diagram[6][10]. 

A recurrence relation relates the nth element of a sequence to its 

predecessors.  Recurrence relations are useful in certain 

counting problems like Fibonacci number. A recursive relation 

for the sequence a0, a1, a2, ……..an-1. Initial conditions for the 

sequence a0, a1, a2,…….. are explicitly given values for a finite 

number of the terms of the sequence. Example The Fibonacci 

numbers Fn are the terms of the sequence 0,1,1,2,3,5,…… 
wherein each term is the sum of the two preceding terms, and 

we get things started with 0 and 1 as F0 and F1.  A k-th order 

linear recurrence relation for the sequence a0, a1, a2,…….. has 

the form an = c1an-1+ 

c2an-2+…….+ckan-k+fn for n>k where  

c1, c2,…….ck are constants and fn is given some sequence.  If  

fn=0, then the linear recurrence relation is called homogeneous.  

1.1     Recurrence matrix 
Recurrence matrix is a matrix whose elements are taken from 

recurrence relation. 

For example 

1

1

nn

nn

FF

FF
Q  where n=0,±1, ±2,….. 

Fn‟s the Fibonacci numbers. 

1.1.1    Theorem: The recurrence matrix is a secret key if and 

only if it is nonsingular. 

Proof: 

Suppose Q is a recurrence matrix which is a secret key and let A 

be the plain text. Then AQ = C is the cipher text. To decrypt the 

encrypted message  

A= CQ-1. Therefore Q-1 must   exit.  Therefore Q must be non 

singular and vice versa. 

 

1.2 Applications to cryptography 
Let the initial message be a digital signal which is a sequence of 

separate real numbers a0, a1, a2,…….. Let us choose nine 
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readings and form a 2x2 matrix P which is considered as plain 

text matrix 

43

21

aa

aa
P . 

There can be 4! Permutations to form the matrix, if Pi be the 

choice of ith permutation. Choosing the direct matrix enciphering 

matrix and inverse as deciphering matrix. The variable x is 

chosen as cryptographic key.  In general the key K consists of the 

Moore Machine M, the variable x the permutation Pi and the type 

of recurrence relation used is R[1][2][3][4]. 

K = {M, x, Pi, R} 

2.      ALGORITHM USING RECURRENCE 

RELATION OF ORDER 2 
2.1       Algorithm :  

Step 1 

Let P be plain text 

Step 2  

Define Moor machine through public channel. 

Step 3 

 Send key in binary form  to the receiver. 

Step 4 

Let R (n) be the recurrence matrix of the defined recurrence 

relation for fixed n. define cipher text at q (i+1)th state . 

Step 3 

And the cipher text to the receiver. 

Decryption 

Decrypt the message using the inverse operation and key to get 

the original message. 

2.2 Examples  

2.2.1Example 1  

Let the plain text be 
43

21
and 

1

1
)(

nn

nn

ff

ff
nR  of 

Fibonacci sequence.  
Let the input key be 10110 and recurrence matrix key

01

12
 

And finite state machine is defined as a machine which calculates 

the residue  mod 4 of the given value 

 

 
Fig 1  Moore Machine to calculate residue Mod 4 

 

Example 1 

Let the cipher text at q(i+1) state is equal to the cipher text at q(i) 

th state multiplied by R(n).output of the Moore machine at q(i+1)sate  

Then cipher text will be 

 

Table 1 Cipher text for the given secret key 

S.No Input 

Previous 

state 

Present 

state 

Out 

put Cipher text 

1 1 q0 q1 1 
310

14  

2 0 q1 q2 2 
2356

922  

3 1 q2 q1 1 
56135

2253  

4 1 q1 q3 3 
7871900

309746  

5 0 q3 q2 0 
4587110746

180124348  

For the easy of computations take mod 41 then the cipher text 

will be 
364

382
 

2.2.2 Example- 2  

Let the plain text be 
43

21
  and 

1

1
)(

nn

nn

ff

ff
nR

of Fibonacci sequence 

Let the input key be 10110 

Let the cipher text at q(i+1) state is equal to the cipher text at 

q(i) th state multiplied by R(n) output of the Moore machine at q(i+1)th 

state , where n is the bit number 

Then cipher text will be 

Table 2 Cipher text for the given secret key 

 

S.

N

o 

Input 

Previ

ous 

state 

Present 

state 

Out 

put 

Key 

matrix 

Cipher 

text 

1 1 q0 q1 1 
01

11  

37

13  

2 0 q1 q2 2 
11

12  

2744

1118  

3 1 q2 q1 1 
11

23  

3363

4776  

4 1 q1 q3 3 
23

35  

94

3929  

5 0 q3 q2 2 
23

38  

3018

349  

Table 2 

Then the cipher text will be 
3018

349
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3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

3.1      Calculation of encryption and decryption time: 

 Let ta be the time required for each multiplication. Let tb be the 

time required for each addition.  Then the total time required for n 

key bit matrix multiplication is  

n[8(sum of output times) ta + 4(sum of output)tb]. 

Table 3 Encryption time calculations 

Exa

mple 

Mathematical 

computations 
Total encryption time 

1 less 
8 (sum of   output times) 

ta+4(sum of output)tb 

2 less 
8 (sum of   output times) 

ta+4(sum of output)tb 

 

3.2        Security analysis 
 To extract the original information is highly impossible due the 

mathematical calculations. Due the secret key , output at each sate 

and the recurrence relations are the three stage attacks are at a 

time impossible even the finite state machine is known. 

Brute force attack on key is also not possible due to the increase 

in key size. 

Table 4  Security analysis 

S.No Name of the 

attack  

Possibility 

of the attack 

remarks 

1 A cipher text 

attack 

  

 

Very 

difficult    

Very difficult due to the 

different cipher texts at 

different states 

2   

A known 

plain text 

attack 

  

 

Very 

difficult    

Very difficult due to the  

different states in chosen 

finite state machine and 

recurrence matrix 

3   

A chosen 

plain text 

attack 

  

 

Very 

difficult    

Very difficult due to the  

matrix multiplication 

propagation 

errors. 

4  An adaptive 

chosen plain 

text attack  

Very 

difficult    

Very difficult due to the 

chosen finite state 

machine and the 

recurrence matrix 

5   

A chosen 

cipher text 

attack 

  

 

Very 

difficult    

Very difficult due to the 

inverse recurrence matrix 

multiplication without 

knowing  apt key   

6  An adaptive 

chosen 

cipher  text 

attack 

 

Very 

difficult    

Very difficult due to the 

mathematical calculations 

 

 

 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

Algorithm   proposed, is based on finite state machine (Moore 

machine) and matrix multiplication. In this algorithm linear 

recurrence relation of order 2 is used.  Secrecy is maintained at 

two levels, one is key and other is key matrix obtained using 

recurrence relation. The obtained cipher text becomes quite 

difficult to break or to extract the original information even if 

the algorithm is known. 
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